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WWBIC Bulletin No. 27         May 2017 

In this Bulletin you can read about our 10th Anniversary Recorders Forum which took place in March 

meaning it was a busy time for us as we produced a leaflet for the event and redesigned other 

promotional material. Also inside: other WWBIC activities and recording efforts from around our region.  

We hope you enjoy reading this bulletin. 
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A project led by the Pembrokeshire Fungus Recording Network 

Members of the Pembrokeshire Fungus Recording Network have put together a project which aims to 
provide information on the distribution of Microglossum species from across Wales. 

A number of recent publications have clarified the taxonomy of species in the Microglossum genus - and 
it seems that our historic concept of the Olive Earthtongue (Microglossum olivaceum) covers a number 
of morphologically and genetically distinct species. It is important that we gain a better understanding of 
the status of the species complex as Microglossum olivaceum is listed on Section 7 of the Environment 
(Wales) Act 2016 as a species of “key significance to sustain and improve biodiversity in relation to 
Wales” 

Later this year, mycologists across Wales will be invited to collect, photograph, document and preserve 
collections of Microglossum olivaceum sensu lato.  

Collections will be forwarded to the project team who will arrange for: 

 Morphological (microscopic) investigation, cataloguing and retention of the collections. 

 Extraction and amplification of the DNA barcode for each collection 

 Cleanup and sequencing of the DNA extracts (at Aberystwyth University) 

The results with be reviewed and interpreted with assistance from the Mycology Group at Aberystwyth. 
This will provide a preliminary distribution map for Microglossum in Wales which takes account of the 
most recent understanding of the species complex. 
 
The project will be supported by the Kew “Lost and Found Fungi” project, Natural Resources Wales and 
the British Mycological Society. 
 
Further details will appear in the July issue of the PFRN newsletter. 

 

David Harries 

VC45 Fungi Recorder 

 

A preliminary study of the distribution of Microglossum species in Wales 

© David Harries. Microglossom 
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Photo: Examples of 3 distinctly different “Microglossum olivaceum” collections. 

Dowrog Common, Llangloffan Fen and Pembroke Upper Mill Pond nature reserves have been fortunate 
enough to receive just over £6000 of funding to enhance open water habitats. These monies have come 
from the Freshwater Habitats Trust, Pembrokeshire Biodiversity Partnership and Natural Resources 
Wales.  

The works took place in February and involved the use 
of contractor machinery to desilt areas of open water, 
clear channels and create new scrapes. Part of the 
work on Dowrog Common involved clearing a section 
of a historic leat of silt and vegetation to promote 
better flows of water through the site whilst 
enhancing habitats for freshwater invertebrate and 
amphibian species. In future years, additional sections 
will be cleared with the aim to completely reopen the 
waterway.  

 

 

At Llangloffan Fen two new scrapes were created 
to promote the establishment of rare aquatic 
plant species such as pillwort and three lobed 
water crowfoot. The main pond with the bird 
hide was also extended, pushing back 
encroaching vegetation and promoting open 
areas of water for waders and other bird life.  

Work at Pembroke Upper Mill Pond involved 
digging out vegetation and silted banks from 
impinging on the main pond whilst also 
preventing the spread of invasive species such as 
Himalayan balsam. 

Nathan Walton, Wildlife Trust Officer for Pembrokeshire stated, “I am very grateful for the support of 
monies from the Freshwater Habitats Trust, Pembrokeshire Biodiversity Partnership and Natural 
Resources Wales which enabled key habitat work to take place on my reserves this winter. Although 
larger sources of funding are increasingly harder to obtain, smaller pots of money seem more readily 
available and when matched with other pots, still enable us to deliver real solid projects with positive 
outcomes for wildlife.” 

Nathan Walton 
Wildlife Trust Officer (Pembrokeshire) 

    

 

 

 

 

Reserve’s aquatic flora and fauna benefit from funding 

Hazel Gloves fungus 

 © Liz Snell 

© Nathan Walton. Desilting leat at Dowrog Common 

© Nathan Walton. Extending main pond at Llangloffan fen 
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We realised that there was not enough information on the state of our local wildlife to answer that 
question, so we set up a project called “The Nature of our Village” to find out.  We planned to massively 
increase the amount of biological records being produced in our village:  Penparcau.  
 
We aimed to gather a broad range of species data to demonstrate how wildlife is faring in our village, 
compared where possible to how it is doing nationally. We wanted to make comparisons with the State 
of Nature Report 2016, which considers the UK as a whole, and with the State of Nature 2016 Wales 
report. Last year we carried out 68 surveys, with 369 people taking part, and made 648 wildlife records.  
Our base-line data was provided by WWBIC, who kindly supplied all the records ever made in our village.  
It was this data that has enabled us to start to consider which species may have disappeared and which 
have hung on. 
 
We had some amazing records from local people, including choughs and ravens, 17 species of 
butterflies, a feathered gothic moth not seen since 1937, and even otters and water vole.  We were 
pleased to find that Penparcau is still home to hedgehogs, and we even have a rare slug! The project 
was commended by our MP and AM, and will be the subject of an Early Day Motion in the House of 
Commons, and a 90 Second Statement in the Welsh Assembly,  
“This project is a valuable, local response to the State of Nature Report (2013), which stated that “our 
ability to monitor the state of nature, and respond with appropriate conservation action, is hampered 
by a lack of knowledge on the trends of most of the UK’s plant and animal species.”  Projects such as 
‘Nature of our Village’ and their hard working organisers are crucial in providing bodies such as the 
Welsh Government, National Assembly, local authorities and NRW the chance to better inform their 
conservation work and policy development and I am very grateful for their dedication.” AM Simon 
Thomas. 
 

We will continue our work in 2017, aiming to fill as many of the 
gaps as possible in the picture of how our wildlife is doing.  There 
is a massive amount of work to do, and as the threats to nature 
continue to pile up, it is more and more vital to learn about and 
protect what we have.  
 
Thanks to our funders, The Nineveh Charitable Trust. 
 
For a copy of the report on the work of 2016, go here:   
https://goo.gl/1vAHS3 

 
Or to find out more about the project, get in touch via email on:  chloe.griffiths.ecology@gmail.com 
 
Chloe Griffiths 
“Nature of our Village” biological recording project in Penparcau, Ceredigion. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

How’s our wildlife doing? 

© Chloe Griffiths. Mark Williams MP and Chloe 
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And so another Recorders Forum, only this year a little bit special, a 10th Anniversary Recorders Forum. 
A different venue, a bigger audience (seated at tables) and displays from projects and groups around our 
region to browse. As in previous years, the varied topics covered by speakers were interesting, 
informative and thought provoking. And the catering was the same excellent standard from the team at 
the Glasshouse cafe. 

Around 60 people travelled to Hermon on a grey, wet Saturday morning. People with displays arrived 
early to set up and with the daffodil table centres the hall came alive with colour and conversation. Jane 
Hodges got things under way and Colin Russell was the first to speak. Colin briefly outlined WWBIC’s 
past, present and future by summarising changes to the database and WWBIC activities over the 
decade. Colin ended his presentation with a 3D fly through west Wales displaying record density where 
high numbers were represented by the tallest peaks. 

Ray Woods talked about the changing landscape from personal observations and more scientific-based 
evidence. He covered the implications of nitrogen application, pollution and climate change. Ray gave 
examples of how compounds extracted from lower plant species are being used in modern medicine 
and as well as a loss of species diversity, are we losing other medicinally useful compounds? Ray’s talk, 
“Why Value Wildlife?” was engrossing if somewhat pessimistic with many examples of why we should 
value our wildlife and left us with plenty of food for thought. A long lunch provided plenty of time for 
chat, lunch and browsing stands. 

Dr Andy Mackie was first to speak after the break. Andy explored the marine environment and the 
curious (symbiotic?) relationship between worms and their crustacean hosts. He focused on his studies 
in the lab on the relationship between the hermit crab and a polychaete worm. What does the crab get 
out of it? Andy played video footage showing the worm emerging to help itself to whatever the crab is 
eating, so it seems more obvious how the worm benefits. It was a fascinating insight into the world of 
these marine creatures. 

Richard Burkmar then took the stage and summarised the very few changes that have been made to 
identification keys over the last century. Richard then introduced his recent development, a multi-access 
(lateral) key which is electronic and tabular rather than dichotomous. He demonstrated the Tom.bio ID 
visualisation framework, a set of tools for creating and publishing interactive based ID resources. This 
sparked a lot of interest amongst recorders with many seeing possible applications for this tool. 

Geoff Liles was the final speaker of the day. Geoff has spent much of his life studying and surveying 
otters in Wales and he described the otter as a symbol of conservation success. Geoff talked about 
aspects of otter ecology and demonstrated changes to distribution of the species throughout Wales 
since the 1950’s and 60’s when the mammal almost died out. Geoff also talked about otters colonising 
the coast and DNA work that is being carried out on spraints to determine whether otters are staying on 
the coast otter or travelling from rivers such as the Cleddau. 

Jane then closed the event by summarising some of the main points made by the day’s speakers. 

WWBIC staff and directors were delighted with how the day went. We’d like to take the opportunity to 
thank all who attended. A special thanks to those that supplied and manned stands and most 
importantly enormous thanks to our speakers, Ray Woods, Andy Mackie, Richard Burkmar and Geoff 
Liles who really made the day. 

Kate Smith 

WWBIC 10th Anniversary Recorders Forum 
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Britain’s first ever masked wagtail was found in the village of Camrose, near Haverfordwest at the end of 
November. 
The bird is normally found in Kazakhstan, Iran and Afghanistan but may have been brought here by the 
icy temperatures. The Masked Wagtail is an Asian sub species of the White wagtail that has occurred as 
a vagrant in Norway twice and also in Sweden so an occurrence in Britain was perhaps likely. 
The bird was first spotted on the roof of a semi-detached house in the village where it spent the next 
couple of months, foraging in the gutters and along the road sides and gardens. 
Birders drove from as far away as Derbyshire, Norfolk and Kent in order to get a sighting of the bird. 
Although not considered a full species, it may be separated as one in the future. This combined with its 
bold, distinctive markings and showy behaviour ensured that a steady stream visitors arrived in the 
village to see the bird during its stay in west Wales. 
A photo of the masked wagtail can be viewed here: http://pembsbirds.blogspot.co.uk/2016/11/ 
 
Jon Hudson 

 

 

 

The annual gathering of conservation stakeholders in Pembrokeshire was held on 
9th May in Roch and this year saw the launch of a new partnership – the 
Pembrokeshire Nature Partnership. Recent policy and guidance relating to the 
sustainable management of natural resources (such as the State of Natural 
Resources Report and the Nature Recovery Action Plan) represent a shift away 
from specific Biodiversity Action Plans and towards a more holistic, multi partner 
approach to ‘nature recovery’. Whilst delivery on the ground will continue to be 
through strong local partnerships, the governance structures for the delivery of conservation action in 
Wales are currently under review. The pan-Wales Nature Partnership is hosted by Natural Resources 
Wales and facilitates join up between national and local objectives - promoting dialogue between 
national and local stakeholders to deliver good outcomes for nature. The Local Biodiversity Partnerships 
will continue with their role in delivering nature recovery to reinforce national ambitions in addition to 
delivering local priorities. To aid consistency with the national plan, these local partnerships are being 
refreshed and re-branded as ‘Nature Partnerships’– broadening their remit and aligning with national 
priorities. 

This refresh and re-brand of the Pembrokeshire Biodiversity 
Partnership (PBP) as Pembrokeshire Nature Partnership 
(PNP) is part of this wider process and positions the 
Partnership within the new framework without losing the 
networks and close working relationships that PBP has built 
up over the last 18 years. It is an opportunity to review the 
membership of the local delivery partnership to ensure 
participation from as broad a stakeholder base as possible. 

For more information, or to find out how to get involved with the work of the Partnership, please 
contact Ant Rogers, The Nature Partnership’s Biodiversity Implementation Officer. 

Ant Rogers 
Biodiversity Implementation Officer 
Pembrokeshire Nature Partnership 
Anthony.rogers@pembrokeshire.gov.uk  

 

Masked Wagtail 

Pembrokeshire Nature Partnership Launch 

© Trevor Theobald. Raising awareness of coastal 
conservation issues amongst outdoor activity providers. 

http://pembsbirds.blogspot.co.uk/2016/11/
mailto:Anthony.rogers@pembrokeshire.gov.uk
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QGIS for biological recording 
On the 6th of April seven recorders attend an introductory GIS training course at WWBIC’s offices. The 
course material covered included an introduction to GIS and the QGIS interface, how to view biological 

data, generate multiple species atlases with 
only a few clicks and generate OS grid squares 
at various scales. Several of the attendees have 
already put what they’ve learnt to good use 
producing maps of species records and 
protected sites.  
There was lots of positive feedback following 
the training with future training events being 
planned at the Wildlife Trust of South and 
West Wales and the possibility of another 
introductory course later in the year. 

 

TomBio Multi Access Keys 
Richard Burkmar, of the Field Studies Council (FSC), delivered training on the TomBio Multi Access key at 
the WWBIC offices to eight enthusiastic recorders on 
the 20th of April. On the day attendees learnt how to 
use the tool by transcribing data from a guide to UK 
earthworms before attempting to create key’s for 
their own species groups of interest including 
seabirds, bumblebees, waxcaps and dragonflies. Lots 
of positive feedback was received from the day and 
there are plans for another training day in the 
autumn.  

The necessary tools to create TomBio Multi Access 
Keys can be freely downloaded from 
https://github.com/burkmarr/tombiovis. All you need 
is a computer with internet access and spreadsheet software such as Microsoft Excel. 

 
Woodland Birdsong Identification 

On Wednesday 10th of May WWBIC ran a free 
Woodland Birdsong ID training event led by Bob and 
Annie Haycock. Participants met at 9am at Minwear 
Woods on a beautiful sunny morning. There was 
plenty of bird song and as we walked through the 
woods an obliging wood warbler perched close to the 
path singing away. Other birds were more difficult to 
spot but around 20 species were identified from their 
song. The group went on to Robeston Wathen hall for 
a brief indoor session where Bob and Annie ran 
through a slide show showing common woodland 
birds while playing their song. 

 

 

WWBIC Training 

https://github.com/burkmarr/tombiovis
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My first spring as VC45 Joint County Recorder for bees 
 
The autumn of 2016 saw myself and Annie Haycock put ourselves forward as Joint County Recorders for 
bees in Pembrokeshire. We are both in the early stage of developing our expertise but with the support 
of BWARS (Bees, Wasps and Ants Recording Society) and WWBIC we thought we'd give it a go. 
Over the winter Annie has collated as many known bee records as she can from a variety of verified 
sources. Unsurprisingly the 10km squares in the far south west of the County (around Stackpole and 
Castlemartin) show the highest numbers of species recorded with hectads SR89 and SR99 having 94 and 
86 recorded bee species respectively. In contrast, many other areas show considerably lower numbers - 
often less than 20 species recorded per 10km square. Bumblebee species are more heavily recorded 
than solitaries - presumably as they are far more familiar to most people and far less daunting to 
identify! 
 
Since March I have been recording a variety of mostly common bee species but on a breezy April 
evening at Freshwater East dunes I spotted a very unusual looking bee which required microscope 
identification. Steven Falk, author of  the book 'Bees of Great Britain and Ireland' just happened to be 
staying here (what luck!) that evening as without his 
confirmation I would not have believed my own eyes as I 
peered down the microscope. The bee turned out to be 
Colletes cunicularius, a relatively large mining bee with an 
unusual, restricted and relatively rare UK distribution. This is a 
County first record and a new population considerably further 
west than previously known aggregations on the Gower and at 
Kenfig in Glamorgan. Both BWARS and the National Park are 
delighted with the find and hopefully management at 
Freshwater East in future can take into account the presence 
of this fascinating species. 
 

Whilst still recovering from the excitement of the Colletes bee, I headed 
out to Rosebush quarries in the vain hope of sighting Bombus monticola 
(the Bilberry Bumblebee). Unsurprisingly it can often be found in areas of 
bilberry in the North and West of Britain, as the spring queens and workers 
often choose to feed on this plant when they emerge. To my delight, on 
my second trip there, with the eagle eyes and net of Liam Olds (Colliery 
Spoil Biodiversity Initiative) we found a single Bombus monticola worker. 
She was beautiful and after some desperate trouble with my new camera 
we finally managed to get a shot of her, clinging to a bilberry flower on a 
cold damp afternoon. This is the first verified record of Bombus monticola 
in Pembrokeshire though I have since had some reports of other sightings 
which hopefully will be submitted and verified soon. It's a beautiful species 
to have in the County and as my daughter keeps asking which is my 

favourite bee, I think I can finally say that this is it! 
 
I'm very much looking forward to the rest of the recording season and am confident that we will be able 
to significantly increase the numbers, species and geographical spread of records across Pembrokeshire. 
If you have any bee sightings or photographs that you would like help with please contact myself 
(fieryclearwing@gmail.com) or Annie (annie@rushmoorphotos.co.uk). Thank you! 
 

Two bees or not two bees? 

© Clare Flynn. Colletes cunicularius 

© Clare Flynn. Bombus monticola 
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The fungus, Hohenbuehelia culmicola, (Marram Oyster) is an uncommon species found growing in dune 
habitats around our coast.  It is a Section 7 priority species in Wales and is included in the Kew ‘Lost and 
Found Fungi’ project (LAFF). 
 
The French mycologist, Marcel Bon, described this species in 1980 from dunes along the west coast of 
France.  In February 1977, a small fungus from the base of marram grass on Gower (Broughton Burrows) 
was found and sent to Kew. Derek Reid said it was a species of Hohenbuehelia which had not been 
described but that there were two collections from Ireland which matched.  In September 1978 Bruce 
Ing describes finding in North Wales (Point of Air) a ‘small greyish blue toadstool with a lateral stalk on 
decaying Lyme grass litter. It resembled a small Oyster mushroom (Pleurotus ostreatus)’.  This was sent 
to Roy Watling at Edinburgh Botanic Garden who confirmed that it was an undescribed species of 
Hohenbuehelia. 
 
Since its description in 1980 further collections from dunes around the UK coast have been made and all 
have been named H. culmicola. However, although microscopic features have been the same, the 
shape, size and colour of finds has been quite variable. 
 
Martyn Ainsworth and colleagues at Kew undertook (2016) a review of specimens from their fungarium 
and from other collections.  Molecular (DNA) studies shows that the specimens examined fell into two 
separate clades.  One fitted H. culmicola and the other with a species which had been collected in 1966, 
and also described by Bon but as ‘var. macrospora’ of another Hohenbuehelia, H. petaloides, a species 
which grows on wood or woodchip rarely at the coast. Until this study it had not been appreciated that 
there were two distinct species growing in the same habitat and with similar microscopy but with 
somewhat different fruiting-body features. This second species has been renamed Hohenbuehelia bonii 
in honour of the French mycologist.  
Of the collections confirmed as H. culmicola are the Gower 1977 find (1), 1978 (North Wales) and one 
from Pembrey dunes in 1995 (2).   
 

  
 
Of collections confirmed as H. bonii are one from Pembrey dunes in 1994 and a collection from 
Freshwater East, Pembs, made by David Harries in 2012 (4/5). 

     
 

Marram Oyster Fungus 

Fig 1 Hohenbuehelia  culmicola 25.2.1977 

Fig.2 Hohenbuehelia culmicola Nov 1995 Pembrey Burrows 

© David Harries. Fig 4 H. bonii, David Harries © David Harries. Fig 5 H. bonii, David Harries Fig 6 H. bonii 
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Differences in the field between the two species should be obvious if ‘typical’ specimens are seen but 
both can be quite variable in shape of cap, insertion of stipe and colour.  The photos of H. culmicola 
show a central stipe but this is often very eccentric, so resembling an ‘Oyster Mushroom’.  The H. bonii 
photo from Sussex (6) shows the typical form with short rudimentary stipe and yellow-brown cap 
colour.  These tend to be much larger, up to 7cm, than H. culmicola which are less than 3cm.  In my 
limited experience H. bonii are found on dune grasses (Ammophila etc.) growing on mobile dunes along 
the foreshore whereas H. culmicola is found with dune grasses on fixed dunes further back from the 
shore. 
 
Philip Jones 
VC 44 fungi recorder 

 

 

 

Coincident with our own 10th anniversary as a working record centre is the anniversary of the complete 
coverage of the record centre network for Wales, a logical consequence of us being the last to be 
established.  The four Local Records Centres celebrated this in 2007 with an event at the National 
Museum of Wales and we agreed that we ought to mark this anniversary.  We are still the largest and 
the only complete national network of LERCs in the UK. 
 
In these ten years we have worked together to support biological recording and improve the flow of 
biological records from the recorders to those public and private sector organisations that need this 
data. Whilst our own database has grown from 47,000 to almost 2 million records, we now combine our 
species data with the other LERCs and have a merged database of over 9 million records from over 80 
taxon groups. 
 
To celebrate this all four LERCs are coming together to hold an event for an invited audience at the 
Halliwell Conference Centre in Carmarthen in July.  Our guest speakers will be Ray Woods and Dr. Jane 
Davidson and, as well as showcasing our achievements, we will officially launch the website, Aderyn.  
www.aderyn.lercwales.org.uk 
 
 
 
 
New Holmus, Little Newcastle was the setting for the first WWBIC Recording Day of 2017. This diverse 
30 acre small holding was purchased in July last year and the new owners were keen to learn more 
about what was on the land. We had a good turnout on what was a beautiful, sunny, May day.   
Moth traps set the previous evening produced 19 species, low numbers due to a clear, moonlight night. 
On her first WWBIC recording day Clare recorded 10 species of bee and as well as seeing a grass snake 

David recorded his first 
record of the rust  
Puccinia sessilis seen on  
Allium ursinum (Wild 
garlic). 
Our thanks to Libby 
Chivers and everyone 
that contributed to the 
day. 
 

 

LERC Wales 10
th

 Anniversary Event 

WWBIC Recording Day 

http://www.aderyn.lercwales.org.uk/
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March 2017 saw the conclusion of this work which our Data Mobilisation Assistant, Georgina Young was 
tasked to do in the short time she was with WWBIC. Following a scoping visit, it was agreed between 
Sarah Mellor, PCNPA Biodiversity Officer, Kate Smith and Georgina, to concentrate on working where 
the data would yield useful records. This included paper files and some data held electronically. Written 
reports, where information was mainly summarised or would prove difficult to extract, were not 
included.  More detailed analysis of the data holdings indicated we were looking at a timescale of 3-4 
months to complete the work and this was achievable within Georgina’s six month contract. 

The timescale reflected the thoroughness of the work and the frequent visits to the PCNPA offices in 
Pembroke Dock to input data from active files which could not be removed to our own offices in 
Whitland.  Records were input directly into Recorder 6 and therefore were gradually being added to our 
main database throughout the period.  It is worth pointing out that PCNPA now have access to our data 
via web based streaming (WFS) and these additional records for the National Park were available to 
them as mapped data in a very short time. 

A total of 19,841 new records were mobilised from PCNPA data and incorporated into the WWBIC 
database. The records are separated in the WWBIC database into 178 surveys. A breakdown of the 
records by taxonomic group is shown in the table below. Flowering plants were by far the most 
prevalent group, with 17,110 records imported under this taxon. 

 

Taxon  Records Taxon  Records 

Alga 17 Horsetail 77 

Amphibian 17 Insect 499 

Annelid 5 Lichen 28 

Bird 1039 Liverwort 8 

Bony fish 1 Millepede 1 

Bryozoan 1 Mollusc 14 

Chromist 7 Moss 157 

Cnidarian 5 Reptile 16 

Conifer 16 Spider 1 

Crustacean 12 Springtail 1 

Fern 567 Stonewort 1 

Flowering plant 17110 Terrestrial mammal 148 

Fungus 93 

 

Following this, Georgina worked on some WWBIC data holdings whilst she completed her six month 
contract.  She left us for a new post as an Assistant Ecologist with WSP Parsons Brinkerhoff based in 
London and we wish her well for her future career. 

Colin Russell 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Mobilising Data at Pembrokeshire Coast National Park Authority 
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Increasing scope, capacity and enjoyment in Biological Recording 
In May 2016 I found myself wandering the Pembrokeshire Countryside with my insect net and notebook 
and wondering how many more people out there may be interested in wildlife but not actively 
recording their sightings. Pembrokeshire has a long and established tradition of natural history and 
wildlife recording but a regular meet up of like-minded people and perhaps the encouragement of some 
new faces onto the scene seemed somewhat lacking. 
 
With this in mind, I submitted an article to West Wales Biodiversity Centre and the Pembrokeshire 
Biodiversity Partnership to ask if anyone would like to join me on some recording field days in the 
Pembrokeshire Countryside. I received a steady trickle of responses and, with the support of WWBIC, an 
initial evening talk was organised to explain a bit about biological recording and gather ideas for some 
field exploration! Most of the people who attended had never done any formal recording but all were 
extremely enthusiastic with a keen interest in finding out more. 
 
Our first field day was soon arranged with an invite from one of the group to his stunning cliff top land 
over looking Ceibwr Bay in North Pembrokeshire. Eight hardy souls turned up in driving rain and a near-
gale on that day in June 2016 to record 113 species, particularly rich in flowers including gems such as 
Saw-wort, Burnet-saxifrage and Betony. Our second trip, again through a personal invite, on private land 
near Merlin's Bridge in Haverfordwest, saw the attendance of some of our County recorders, including 
the County mammal and moth recorders, who'd heard about the group. One of the first sightings that 
day was a group of Greater Horseshoe bats hanging about in the garage (and one very happy County 
mammal recorder)! Our final day for 2016 took place at the wonderful farm of Pembrokeshire's Fungi 
recording Group co-ordinator, David Harries. On a rather wet day (eased by lots of tea and cake) David 
shared his wealth of Knowledge about grassland fungi and we were able to record a number of these 
lovely species in the field. The season ended with a Christmas 'do', with 20 people attending  and even a 
December moth landing on the door (which promptly got recorded!). We also received a rather nice 
Christmas present in the form of some funding from both the National Park and the Wildlife Trust to buy 
field kit and ID guides for the group's use. 
 
We now have a 30 strong mailing list and each field day, organised once a month, is attended by 12-15 
people comprising a wonderful mix of enthusiasm, knowledge and learning. Our 2017 season started on 
May 6th with a sunny visit to Hilton Court, a relatively 
cultivated but very varied site a few miles north west of 
Haverfordwest. With the support of WWBIC, we are aiming to 
increase recording in squares where record numbers are low. 
At Hilton Court, we were able to take the number of species 
in that particular 1km square from only 26 to over 250. The 
involvement of the County recorders is greatly helping 
verification whilst the emphasis on the days is also sharing of 
knowledge and enjoyment of the Pembrokeshire Countryside. 
We are receiving invites from organisations such the National 
Trust, the wildlife trust and private owners to visit their land. 
 
It has been a pleasure to be involved with this group. Each field day, come rain or shine, is hugely 
enjoyable and is helping to increase recording in the County in liaison with key individuals and 
organisations. I'm looking forward to next month's meet-up - we just need to decide where to go! 
 
Clare Flynn  
Freelance Educator, Naturalist and VC45 Joint County Recorder for Bees 

Pembrokeshire Wildlife Recorders 

 

 

 

 

Forthcoming events 

© Clare Flynn. Hilton Court meeting 
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Remember this photo from our autumn newsletter? 
 
Thanks to reader John Bratton who got in touch to say he 
thought that they were the eggs of the caddis Glyphotaelius 
pellucidus.  
Ian Wallace at Liverpool Museum later confirmed John’s 
identification. 
 
 

 
Thanks to everyone who has contributed to this newsletter. If you have any feedback or comments 
please email kate@westwalesbiodiversity.org.uk 
 

 

 

Wales Wide Wildlife Watch 

 

 

 

 

Forthcoming events 

And finally . .  

@wwbic1 

West Wales Biodiversity Information Centre 

Unknown eggs on hazel © WWBIC 

mailto:kate@westwalesbiodiversity.org.uk

